August 2016

Upcoming Dates to Note in Your Diary Now!
August 6 or 7

Raku Firing

August 13-14

Decoration and Surface Texture Workshop

August 20

WPA Working Bee

September 4

Anagama Receiving Day

September 25

Anagama Unloading & BBQ

October 16

WPA Annual General Meeting

Note that weekend workshops will take precedence in the rooms – please note the dates, if
you intend to use the rooms at the weekends!
Regular events:
Tuesdays

Shared lunch at the rooms - just come along and bring something to share!

Thursdays

Club night at the rooms – share food, wine, tips, or just your company!
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Raku for Club Members, 6 or 7 August
There will be a Members Raku Day at the Rooms, Saturday 6 August or weather alternative Sunday 7
August. This is an invitation for WPA Members to come and take an active role in Raku Firing. One day
only, but as this is a weather dependant activity we have Sunday as the alternative weather day.
Ring Chris on 021 138 8472 to confirm on the day (10am)
Programme:




Glazing from 10:00 – 12:00
Firing from 12:00 – 4:00

Note that the kiln is of limited size; 3 small/medium bisqued pieces per member will be accepted (maximum
height 30 cm, maximum diameter 25cm; please no flat pieces, plates or large open bowls, they don’t work
well and are prone to disaster!).
Raku pre-made Glazes and Firing is included in the price, you just supply the bisqued pieces. 20 people
maximum. So please Register with Kate at wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.
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What to Bring:





Your Pre-Bisqued work
$15 per person for 3 Medium pieces to be rakuglazed and fired
Your lunch

And we’d appreciate:



Newspaper or paper (for the reduction tins)

Your participation is encouraged, under the Supervision of
Chris and Elaine. Come and help set-up the firing and take an
active role in firing your piece. Limited to 20 Members so
please Register your involvement with Kate Ford
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com. Picture on the right shows just
some of the results from the last firing.
Usual payment method – in the safe, or on the internet or on the day; note your name & Raku Members Day,
a/c 02 0568 0024590 00

Decoration and Surface Texture, August 13-14
This workshop by Jennifer Turnbull focuses on hand building decorative domestic forms; the workshop is
now full, with 3 on the waiting list, so if you’ve booked and paid but can’t make it, please let Kate know! We
are looking forward to making bottles, vases, jugs, beakers, and mugs, using slab building techniques with
an optional wheel thrown component. Using a variety of textures such as fabric, lace,
embossed wall paper, buttons and stamps to make impressions on the clay slabs; then
further developing the forms using coloured slips, underglazes, using screen prints and
tissue transfers to build up a decorative surface.
Jennifer has a Diploma in Fine Arts, majoring in Ceramics. She has exhibited widely in
New Zealand and work is held in many collections here and overseas. Currently she is a
tutoring for Otago School of Fine Arts, as a distance tutor/supervisor for the Diploma in
Ceramic Arts in Otaki from her home studio. She also teaches for Otaki Pottery Club and
runs specialised Workshops a couple of times a year. For further information and CV –
www.jenniferturnbull.co.nz

Working Bee 20th August
Join the rest of the crew at the Rooms on the 20th of this month for a Working Bee:
Saturday 20th August
10am – 4pm
Regular Working Bees are how we keep the rooms clean and functioning; we’ll
be delighted to see you, and we’ll even provide lunch (Vivian’s famous pumpkin
soup, mmm…)
At right is picture of the happy crowd from a working bee last year; we don’t
spend ALL the time socialising or eating, but it is a nice way to meet with club
members, as well as do your bit to keep the club functioning.
Looking forward to seeing you there!

Calling All Potters for Help with Japanese Exhibition…
An international touring exhibition of contemporary Japanese ceramics co-hosted by the Japan Foundation,
Embassy of Japan and Consulate of Japan is coming to Wellington:

Japanese Pottery: The Rising Generation from Traditional Japanese Kilns
This exhibition is being shown around the world (recently in Brazil, and currently at the Aigantighe Art Gallery
in Timaru), and we are fortunate to have it here in Wellington, in one of just 3 New Zealand venues.
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Introducing the works of 35 artists active in seven major traditional kiln sites, this exhibition showcases
promising artists who will lead the next generation of ceramic arts in Japan. Focusing on the theme of
vessels, this exhibition strengthens an understanding of the past, present and future of Japanese Pottery.
Wellington Potters Association on behalf of the region was asked to assist in setting up and running this
exhibition. I have agreed to coordinate with the Japanese Embassy over this. It will be on display at the St
James Theatre probably opening on 1st September, running until 22 nd September.
Anneke Borren has agreed to set up the exhibition - a large and responsible job, and we are very grateful to
her for this.
Our members will be assisting in arranging for display plinths to be collected and delivered. Our thanks to
those clubs who have offered plinths should we need them. We will be looking for help with these –
preparing, loading etc.
We will be calling on all potters in the area to help with minding the exhibition. There is no selling involved,
and there is a security person an duty, so all you are expected to do is wander round, enjoy the exhibition
and talk about pottery to anyone interested. We would like to have a potter there all the time as far as
possible. The roster is not yet available so we can’t be specific about hours, but we will be sending an email
as soon as possible with shifts, hours etc required. Please think about when you can help, and if you want to
get in early to book a particular day, afternoon etc, or for any other queries, please contact me at
davee42@clear.net.nz.
Vera Burton

Anagama is Nearly Here
Almost everything is in readiness for the 12th Anagama firing in September. We have a good hoard of dry
firewood and an ample supply of kiln props; an additional quantity of props having recently been hewn from
fire bricks. The work that remains to be done, apart from recruiting additional shift members for the firing,
includes repairing the kiln door and installing a buttress.
We would welcome assistance; we have had a good initial response to invitations sent to those who have
participated as shift members in recent firings or have registered their interest in participating, and we have a
full complement of shift leaders. If you haven’t received an invitation and are keen to be involved, contact
me at: alross@clear.net.nz I’ll send you a copy of the roster. Inexperience is not a barrier.
Here’s some general information you need to know in preparing for the firing:
Clay:



Stoneware (Abbots and Primo – particularly SB 15) or a porcelain white body. These clays are
generally available from Wellington Potters Supplies, 47 H Kenepuru Drive, Porirua,
www.wellingtonpotterssupplies.co.nz

 Don’t use earthenware clay or the club’s recycled clay; they will melt in the kiln…
Cost:
 $10 per KG of the bisqued weight of pots prior to firing, paid when submitting on 4th September.
Type of pieces:
 Vases, bottles and lidded containers are the most suitable. Large pieces may be rejected for firing.
 Bisqued pieces only will be accepted for the firing
 Don’t use wax on your pieces - the wadding the kiln loaders add to each piece precludes its use.
 Large bowls, platters and plates take up a disproportionate amount of space. Please be aware that :
1. If they are not glazed on the inside, the loaders will most likely stack yours and others with wadding
separating them. Wadding leaves marks. Some people welcome these marks, others not.
2. If you glaze the insides of such vessels then they cannot be stacked, so you may have less selected.
Glaze:
 Wood ash creates a natural glaze during the firing.
 If you want to pre-glaze your pieces, there will be some specific anagama glazes (shino, ash and
milky white), available at the rooms about a week prior to the receiving day for pieces.
Firing Slips:
 Anagama Firing Slips will be at the rooms a fortnight before receiving day and on the receiving day.
 If you are submitting more than one piece, rank them in order of priority (see below). If culling has to
be done, this will help decide which pieces will be included.
 The pieces you submit and the firing slip must include your potter’s mark and the number of the
piece, for example: 1/5, 2/5, 3/5 and 4/5. The first number indicates the priority, the second the total
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number of pieces. Write in pencil (which burns off when fired) on the body of your work. Not on the
base please unless the piece is fully glazed (this eliminates excessive handling by the loaders).
The timetable:
Steps
Receiving Day Pots received at the rooms
(Upstairs) from 10am - 3pm
Transport pots to kiln
Load kiln (including installing the wicket)
Fire kiln
Cool kiln
Unload kiln (starting at 11am) & BBQ (noon)

Dates
Sunday 4 September
Sunday 4 September
Tuesday 6 – Sunday 11 September
Wednesday 14 – Sunday 18 September
Monday 19 – Saturday 24 September
Sunday 25 September

Alan Ross
Anagama Coordinator

Review of Vivian Rodriguez Workshop
Over the weekend of Saturday and Sunday 11th and 12th June a very successful sgraffito decorating
workshop was held by Vivian – our resident expert in this technique! Participants got the opportunity to try
out this very interesting style of decorating for themselves and also learnt how to make coloured slips.
During the workshop coloured slips were made for the club. These are now available for use and are located
down the drying shelf end of the association on the shelf next to the external wall window.

Vivian showed us some examples of her own wonderful sgraffito work which inspired everyone to produce
some really diverse and interesting work. Vivian also shared some of her wealth of knowledge about
decorating and glazing techniques – we look forward to putting some of these tips into practice!
Donna Bruce

Library, and Pottery Collection
The Library is looking very different, thanks to the huge amount of work put in recently by Vera Burton and
Jenny Shearer. We had run out of room for books in the Library, so Vera and Jenny sorted the WPA Bisque
collection, and organised the moving of the old cupboards out into the main rooms, where they were cleverly
attached to the wall by President Mauritz Basson and his helper Manie. Half of the cupboard houses the
Potters Shop collection bought and donated by Flora Christeller, and the other half houses smaller and more
fragile pots from our collection. They look very good, and somehow more noticeable than they did in the
Library!
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Vera has created a new collection catalogue, as well as updating the existing catalogue for our glost pottery
collection (a brief version is
always to be found on the low
table in the Library) she has
produced a catalogue of our
bisque pottery collection as well.
WPA has the most amazing
pottery collection that has been
built up by visiting demonstrators
over the years, and it is
wonderful that we have the
combined knowledge of Vera
and Jenny documenting these
items before the knowledge is
lost to us all.
Your esteemed Librarian had a
wonderful time over the weekend just
gone, moving the books into the new
shelves in the Library, as well as doing a
stocktake (that part wasn’t quite as
enjoyable, or as encouraging…).
We now have 44 new (well, new old)
books in the Library, as we have received
several donations over the past year or
two that I had been unable to add,
because there was nowhere to shelve
them. An updated Library catalogue is on
the way; just as soon as I can confirm that
some of our currently much-depleted
library collection is either about to be
returned, or gone for ever. I have recently
sent out over 30 emails to members
regarding books that they have overdue;
some have been returned (thank you, you
have made a troubled librarian very happy),
but other people haven’t even replied. And the ‘reference only’ copy of Greg Daly’s “Glazes and Glazing
Techniques” has been removed from the Library, whereabouts unknown – could the culprit please return it
ASAP! The Library relies on the honesty and consideration of members to return books so that all of us can
use them, and I continue to believe in the goodness of others; here’s hoping that the library collection paid
for by the membership subs of all of our members will continue to grow, prosper, and be replenished!
Elaine Marland, Librarian

Potter in Residence at Wellington Potters’ Association
Calling all potters/ceramic artists - Potter in Residence at Wellington Potters’ Association
We are offering opportunities for potters who would like to use the Potters in Residence studio at Wellington
Potters’ Rooms. Brad Heappey is currently Potter in Residence for the 4month period from 1 May to the end of August, and we are now taking
applications for the period from 1 September to the end of December
2016. These 4-month periods offer a period of time for concentrated
work, to do some experimenting, get together a body of work, or prepare
for an exhibition…… whatever your goal. The offer is open to local and
overseas potters.
We offer
 A free studio
 A stretch of time to work on your own work
 The opportunity to contribute to the life of Wellington Potters
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The conditions are negotiable, but would include:
 A 4-month residency, with no right of renewal
 Becoming a member of WPA if you are not already one
 Attendance at the rooms for at least 20 hours a week
 A plan of the work you intend to do
 A requirement that you run a workshop for club members
 A commitment to assist with some aspect of the club’s work – making glazes or firing, etc .
 While the studio is rent free, you would pay for your own materials and expenses.
Please send a brief CV with your plan for the 4 months, to wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.
Those who have applied before should re-apply.
Closing date for the period of September – December is 10 August 2016.

Recent Work from the WPA Kilns

Glaze Swap Offer
Have YOU drooled over the exciting range of Abbotts 2kg Glaze Powders but couldn't justify the outlay....or
didn't need a whole 2kg?
How about a Glaze Meet-Swap or a Glaze Purchase unofficial club where members list glazes they have
excess of ....OR.... notify glazes they'd be keen to buy but would like to share the amount and cost?
To save a lot of to-ing and fro-ing via email, I suggest that we have a list on the noticeboard (near the
telephone) on which people list glazes they'd like to swap and glazes they'd like to buy....and what quantity.
Individuals can then 'do their own thing' by contacting each other AND/OR we can set up a MEET-SWAP
day late in July (for starters).
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To view the range of Abbots Glazes and examples of what they look like, go to
www.wellingtonpotterssupplies.co.nz
Currently I have the following available (minimum 200gram purchase, price based on the current WPS
pricelist)....
Olive Crackle, Fake Ash, Haystack,Teadust, Deep Glossy Red, Malt 3, Purple Haze
Initially, I am happy to receive emails on this subject suggesting refinements/alterations to the plan or other
helpful suggestions. I envisage this as being a "non-profit' venture with people providing their own containers
and openly being friendly and helpful....a sort of GLAZE-nost!. Scales are available at the WPA rooms.
Peter Rumble sales@rumbles.co.nz

Woodstoke Aotearoa October 2016
A gathering of clay workers, makers & wood firers
21st to 24th October 2016
Whangamata, Coromandel, New Zealand
info@woodstoke.co.nz, www.woodstoke.co.nz
A Challenge… have we lost touch with:
 The living clay and the firing process?
 The purpose and privilege of our work?
 The tribe we are a continuum of?
 Our youth, the future of clay?
Woodstoke is a chance for answers, a chance to reply, a chance to converge and tell our stories. This is to
be a gathering, focussed on making and wood firing the living clay. For the regeneration of our tribe by
providing a meeting place. For experiential learning for participants and guests. We believe it is an essential
time for us to re-connect.
Programme of activities led by international and national potters including:
 Joy Brown (USA) – see https://joybrown.wordpress.com http://www.joybrownstudio.com
 Chester Nealie (NZ/AU) – see http://sidestoke.com/Nealie/index.html
 Steve Fullmer (USA,NZ) – see https://stevefullmer.com
 Fiona Tunnicliffe (NZ) – see http://www.fionatunnicliffepottery.co.nz
 Heidi Kreitchet (USA) – see http://www.hkwoodfire.com
 Darryl Frost (NZ) – a Tasman based potter, see: http://www.playingwithfire.co.nz



Yuri Wiedenhofer (AU) – a woodfirer based at Barrabooka Pottery in the hills behind Tanja, NSW




Making pots using local clays, vessels to honour the garden and cook.
Making sculptures using local clays, telling our stories, who we are.
Building and firing temporary installation kilns.

Adjunct activities:
 Earth building
 Earth plaster finishes
 Rocket stove building
 Adobe pizza oven building
 Olla making
 Musical instruments
 Clay mural making
Set amongst the rolling hills of the Hauraki district on the Coromandel peninsula our site is rich with clay,
bricks, wood and potential. There is camping and parking for camper-vans/caravans on site and there will be
toilets and washing facilities available. The ticket fee includes the Saturday evening meal, self-catering with
cooking facilities available.
Price: $280
For more information and regular updates please see our website or like us on Facebook.
To register for Woodstoke please visit our website at: www.woodstoke.co.nz and download the registration
form, or email Janet Smith at: oakford@xtra.co.nz
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NZ Potters National Conference and Exhibition
The NZP Pottery Conference (“Hands on Hawkes Bay 2016”) and National
Exhibition was held in the Hawkes Bay from the 15th - 17th of July.
The Conference was a great success with eight guest potters demonstrating
their skills; Bruce Walford, Baye Riddell, Aaron Scythe (pictured at the
conference at right), Mike O’Donnell, Sophie Lankovsky and, Paul Pepworth
from New Zealand, and Zsolt Faludi and Nanna Bayer from Tasmania.
At the AGM, Nicola Dench was appointed President of the New Zealand
Society. Nicola was the Wellington Regional Representative on the New
Zealand Society, that position has now been filled by Aimee McLeod, who lives
in Ngaio, Wellington.
Two WPA members had work selected for the exhibition, Jenny Shearer and
Chris Dunn; photos below, Jenny on the left, Chris on the right.

The selector was Toni
MacKinnon, the
director of the
Hastings City Art
Gallery.
Other Wellington
regional potters whose
work was selected
were Aimee McLeod
(Wellington), Liz Earth
(Waikanae), Jennifer
Turnbull and Judy Page (Otaki).
The exhibition, at the Lantern Gallery in the Havelock North Function Centre, is open until the 30th July. Call
in and see it if you are in the Bay, or check out the exhibition on the NZSP web site soon.
Chris Dunn

Proposed Pottery Programme for 2016
Regular events
 Classes
 Tuesday shared lunch – every Tuesday. Just come along, and bring something to share!
August
 6th or 7th, Raku for Club Members, Chris Dunn and Elaine Marland
 13th – 14th, Decoration and Surface Textures, Jennifer Turnbull; on Hand building decorative
domestic forms, using slab building techniques with an optional wheel thrown component. The forms
participants will be focusing on are tall bottles, jugs, mugs and beakers. Methods on decorating
using coloured slips, underglazes and transfer prints, will be shown with further discussions around
screen printing, transfer printing and tissues transfers. Glazing options for C6 glazes will be
provided. Suitable for a range of students from beginners to advanced. Numbers will be
limited. Details to follow.
 20th - Working Bee
September
 4th – Anagama Receiving Day at the Rooms
 25th – Anagama Unloading Day at Te Haunui
October
 16th – WPA AGM at the rooms
 22nd – 23rd - Hand Building Techniques, Brendan Adams
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 29th & 30th – Ceramicus Receiving Days
 31st – Ceramicus Selection by Rick Rudd
 Dates to be confirmed – Raku for Club Members, Chris Dunn and Elaine Marland
November
 4th - Ceramicus Opening
 5th & 6th – Handbuilt Teapots by Rick Rudd
 19th - Working Bee
 Date to be confirmed – Clay Ocarina Making, Paula Weir
This is an indicative programme of events for 2016 – more detail on each will be provided closer to the
event. If you have any suggestions please contact the WPA club.

Pottery Classes
Community Education Center courses:





Mondays 5.30-7.30pm, Handbuilding and Throwing with Nicola Dench, 8 weeks from 25 July, check
with http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Tuesdays 5.30-7.30pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 weeks from 26 July, check with
http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Tuesdays 7.30 – 9.00pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 weeks from 26 July, check with
http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Mondays 5.30-7.30pm, Handbuilding and Throwing with Nicola Dench, 8 weeks from 10 October, check
with http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz

For further information on all courses, please email Wellington Potters Association
(wellingtonpotters@gmx.com).

New Members
Wellington Potters welcomes new members: online application forms are available at:
http://www.nzpotters.com/Clubs/WellingtonPottersAssociation_Join.cfm
There are also links to the form on this page:
http://www.nzpotters.com/Clubs/WellingtonPottersAssociation.cfm

WPA Club welcomes new members: Nicole & Pauline Suarez, Avril Wang, Jeff Wei, James Harcourt, Dennis
Chu, Guy Ryan, Rachael Jupp, Jordan Meredith-Blyde, Gabby Bau-Stubbs, Gretchen Harden-Williams,
Caroline Letham, Rachael Hockey, Lisa Jagusch, Koustubb Khandekar, Tanaya Shirsikar, Cynthia Knight,
Knute Skagen, Mike & Judy Page, Sarah Shepherd, Amanda Stanfield, Ellie Tuckey, Catherine Whitley

Club and Committee Contacts
FEE PAYING BY Internet:
Wellington Potters Association - Account Number: 02 0568-0024590-00
Clubrooms 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), Wellington 6011
or PO Box 6686, Te Aro, Wellington 6141 | Phone (04) 473 3680 | Email wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wellington-Potters-Association/213144062066063. If you have
any pottery inspiration, cool videos or articles, or upcoming exhibitions, email your idea through to
wpafacebookpage@gmail.com
Buying Clay: WPA has clay for purchase by members, but organising that purchase does rely on the time
and availability of a couple of our hard-working club members. To organise clay purchase, email Chris Dunn
cdunn@ihug.co.nz or Vivian Rodriguez vivian.rodriguez@clear.net.nz, or see the current Potter In
Residence at the Rooms, Brad Heappey.
Suggestions Box: Suggestions about what needs doing, or better ways of organising the club – see the
Suggestion Box on the front table upstairs.
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Articles for the September newsletter need to be emailed to the Editor’s cat by
25 August 2016
(Elaine Marland <marland@xtra.co.nz>)
As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.

WPA Committee
President/
Volunteer Coordinator
Vice President/
Programme
Past President, DCA
Liaison
Secretary/Orientation

Mauritz Basson

381 6751

mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.com

Vivian Rodriguez

021 264 5414
972 0811
04 905 2586

vivian.rodriguez@clear.net.nz

Treasurer Safe/banking
Programme Co-ordinator

Mike Doyle
Rebecca Flowerday

473 5356
021 121 6531
021 631 187
027 279 9077

kate.ford48@gmail.com
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
mprzzd@hotmail.com
rebecca.flowerday@gmail.com

Ceramicus16

Andrew McKaskell

021 444 106

spinyagm@paradise.net.nz

Kilns & Glazes
Cubbies

Chris Dunn &
Andrew McKaskell
Joe Zuccarello

021 138 8472
021 444 106
479-1299

cdunn@ihug.co.nz
spinyagm@paradise.net.nz
joe.zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

Volunteer Co-ordinator

Paula Weir

385 1840

paula.weir@paradise.net.nz

Cubbies

Joe Zuccarello

479-1299

joe.zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

Alan Ross

566 8922

alross@clear.net.nz

Nicola Dench
Vera Burton

938 3356
938 8207

theclaypenguin@hotmail.com
davee42@clear.net.nz

Elaine Marland

021 0505 335
384 4718

marland@xtra.co.nz

Gwyn Williams
Kate Ford

gwynwilliams@gmx.com

DCA Liaison
Building maintenance

Mauritz Basson &
subcommittee

Co-opted members
Anagama
co-ordinator
NZP delegate
Membership/ database
manager
Library and Newsletter
editor
Forms & stationery

Karen O’Leary Doyle
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